Connecting
the Dots
between our Content
and Assessments

How to Make the Most of
EducationCity Assessments
At EducationCity, we understand that one size doesn’t fit all,
whether it’s in teaching, learning or even assessment. That’s
why our new Assessments check learning formatively and
summatively. We offer unit assessments within maths too! All our
assessments are curriculum-aligned and self-marking, enabling
you to spend more time where it matters.
Let’s see how you could use our Assessments in your classroom:
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Students have returned
from a long break, let’s find
out what they’ve retained!
Short, fixed, formative assessments in reading and maths (Years
2-6) give you the snapshot you’re looking for. All students are
asked the same questions, so a true comparison is possible, and
results can be used to inform teaching plans moving forward!

Year 5 Formative Reading Assessment - Search #41697

A new student has joined,
let’s benchmark so you can
offer immediate support.
Fixed-form, formative assessments will really help here.
Assess key areas like maths, reading, spelling, grammar and
punctuation. All the information you may need will be at your
fingertips to help fill any knowledge gaps discovered.

Year 3 Formative Maths Assessment
- Search #41682 #41658
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Let’s check short-term
understanding of key
concepts…

You’ve introduced new concepts with our Topic Tools and Learn
Screens, students are practising newly acquired skills via our
Activities, so it makes sense to check your students’ understanding
with our unit assessments too. Short, fixed assessments of 15
questions will give you an idea of students’ understanding and
where (if needed) reteaching is required.
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Year 3 Fractions Unit Assessment - Search #41658

It’s time for your weekly
spelling test!
Spelling assessments provide 20 randomly generated questions
from the year’s word bank. Questions can be automatically
marked for you, or if you prefer, your students can peer review
each other’s work!

t
Year 1 Spelling Assessment
- Search #41716

It’s that time again,
end-of-year assessments…
Summative assessments in reading, maths and science will
help during this crucial time of year. In reading and maths,
the assessments are fixed form, giving students an experience
similar to that of a formal exam, a great lesson starter or
plenary to familiarise students with exam questions, and how to
approach them!

Year 2 Summative Reading Assessment - Search #41702

You’ll also find many assessments provide
scaffolded explanations for incorrect answers or
generate individualised Revision Journals to help
students fill their knowledge gaps with guided
reinforcement and practice opportunities. The
best part? It’s all done for you!

